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TORONTO—Ontario’s Catholic school system can be part of education reform, despite public misperceptions about the nature of its protection in the Constitution, finds a new study by the Fraser Institute, an independent, non-partisan Canadian public policy think-tank.

“For far too long, genuine discussion about education reform in Ontario has been stymied by a misconception regarding the nature of constitutional protection afforded Catholic education,” said Deani Van Pelt, director of the Barbara Mitchell Centre for Improvement in Education at the Fraser Institute.

The study, Does Constitutional Protection Prevent Education Reform in Ontario?, finds that amending constitutional provisions that only apply to one province is not as onerous as changing nationwide provisions and require a simple vote in the legislature of the affected province, and recognition by the federal Parliament.

Initially, the constitutional provisions for minority denominational education in Quebec and Ontario were designed to protect the Protestant and Catholic minorities respectively in the two newly-created provinces.

Two other provinces, Quebec and Newfoundland and Labrador, have already introduced education reform by passing such amendments.

“There are many different education models across Canada and around the world that achieve better student results and offer parents more choice for religious and alternative teaching pedagogies,” Van Pelt said.

“Understanding that education reform is possible in Ontario allows families and policymakers to consider these alternatives to the status quo.”
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